
North Lanark Agricultural Society
Presents:

The 158th Annual Almonte Fair
July 15, 16, 17th 2016

Theme:

“Ag Days on the Mississippi”

THIS IS THE PRELIMINARY
FOR MAIN HALL:

HORTICULTURE, CULINARY ARTS, CRAFTS, NEEDLE AND THREAD, 
CHILDREN'S, PHOTOGRAPHY, SPECIAL NEEDS,

FRIENDS COMPETITION



CLASS 1: HORTICULTURE
Chairperson: Marilyn Snedden 613-256-3130

Rules and Regulations
See “Rules and Regulations of the NLAS”

Tips for Exhibitors:
-Root vegetables-tops trimmed to 1”
-Vegetables should be carefully brushed, not washed
-Vegetables exhibited on paper plates
-All vegetables & specimen flowers must be grown by the exhibitors -
-Potted plants must have been cared for by exhibitor for at least 3 months
-Hanging baskets & planters must have been in the care of the exhibitor for 
at least 6 weeks
-Materials for floral design may be obtained from any source

Specimen Vegetables

1. 5 carrot, table
2. 5 beets, table 
3. 5 green onion 
4. 5 red radishes 
5. 5 beans, green 
6. 5 beans, any other colour 
7. 2 zucchini, less than 12” long 
8. Cherry tomatoes, 1 truss (showing ripeness) 
9. 5 green tomatoes

10. 5 green pea pods 
11. 5 green snow or sugar snap peas 
12. 5 tubers early potatoes, named 
13. Plant of leaf lettuce (shown with root in water) 
14. 3 stems Swiss chard (shown in water) 
15. 5 stalks rhubarb, stems pulled, leaves trimmed 
16. 1 pot parsley, single plant 
17. A vegetable oddity 
18. ¼ pt of raspberries 
19. Special: My Garden’s Best: 
A display of home-grown produce may include edible flowers and herbs. 
Quality & Condition: 60%, Artistic Design: 40% 



Juniors – 9 and under

20. 3 beets, tops trimmed to 1”
21. 5 green pea pods 
22. 5 beans, any type 
23. Your favourite flower, 3 stems or blooms 
24. Any 3 flowers, 1 stem of each variety 
25. A bouquet of flowers (at least 5 varieties),grown in home garden 
26. Special for Juniors: The MISSISSIPPI MONSTER:  
A vegetable critter made of fresh produce which may be cut. Toothpicks 
only may be used to secure parts (must be hidden). No larger than 18” in 
diameter. 

Juniors – 10-16 years of age

27. 3 beets, tops trimmed to 1”
28. 5 green pea pods 
29. 5 beans, any type 
30. Your favourite flower, 3 stems or blooms 
31. Any 3 flowers, 1 stem of each variety 
32. A bouquet of flowers (at least 5 varieties),grown in home garden
33. Special for Juniors: The MISSISSIPPI MONSTER 
A vegetable critter made of fresh produce which may be cut. Toothpicks only 
may be used to secure parts (must be hidden). No larger than 18” in diameter 

Specimen Flowers

34. Pansies, with foliage, 5 blooms
35. Violas, with foliage, 5 blooms 
36. Zinnias, 5cm(2”) or over, 3 blooms 
37. Zinnias, less than 5cm (2”), 5 blooms 
38. Petunias, 7.5cm(3”) or over, 3 stems 
39. Petunias, less than 7.5cm(3”), 3 stems 
40. Rudbeckia, 3 blooms 
41. Calendula, 5 blooms 
42. Marigolds, less than 7.5 cm (3”), 3stems 
43. Best collection of sunflowers 
44. Rose, 1 specimen bloom 
45. Rose, single bloom with foliage in a rose bowl 
46. Rose, 1 spray, floribunda or grandiflora 
47. Rose, 1 miniature spray 
48. Rose, 1 miniature bloom 



49. Gladiolus, any colour, 1 spike 
50. Gladiolus, any colour, 3 spikes 
51. Hosta, green or blue, 3 leaves 
52. Hosta, any other colour, including variegated, 3 leaves 
53. Collection of Hosta leaves 
54. Hydrangea, 1 stem 
55. Flowering branch, any other kind, 1 stem, not to exceed 40cm (16”) 
above rim of container 
56. Collection of herbs, at least 5 varieties, named 
57. 3 stems of one variety of annuals, not listed above, named 
58. 3 stems of one variety of perennials, not listed above, named 
59. Collection of annuals, not listed above, at least 3 varieties, named 
60. Collection of perennials, not listed above, at least 3 varieties, named 

Potted Plants 

61. Any cacti or succulent.
62. African Violet, 1 crown 
63. Any flowering plant 
64. Foliage plant 
65. Geranium (pelagorium), any type. 1 or more in a pot 
66. Planter or hanging basket – at least 3 varieties of plants 
67. Ivy or ivy-type vine 
68. Begonia-any flowering type in bloom 1 or more in pot 

Design Classes

69. “My Head to Clearer Thinking” - A synergistic design in 4 containers 
70. “My Hands to Greater Loyalty” - A door hanging incorporating fresh or 
dried material 
71. “My Hands to Larger Service” - A Parallel Design 
72. “My Health to Better Living” - A Water-viewing design incorporating 
herbs and edible flowers 
73. “Happy 4-H Anniversary” - A Table Center featuring green and white 
colours 
74. “Tom Thumb” - A Miniature in a thimble (may be stabilized in 
styrofoam) 
75. “Let's Bake” - A Mass design in a 4 cup or 4 litre measuring cup 
76. “To Weed or Not to Weed” - A design of plant material from the wild 
77. “Youth-Our Future!” - A Small design 
78. 4-H's of Celebration” - A Contemporary design using plant material 
whose names begin with “H”.-either botanical or common 



Design Class Definitions: 

Synergistic: A contemporary design in which several containers are used; each of 
which may hold a complete or partial arrangement and the combined units create a 
unified whole. 
Parallel: A design in which 3 or more groupings are placed in a parallel manner 
with open spacing between the groupings. Parallel direction may be vertical, 
horizontal, or diagonal .Design is in 1 container or more, combined to appear as 
one unit. 
Water viewing: Usually a line design in a shallow container with one half to two 
thirds of the container surface showing water. 
Miniature – a design not to exceed 12.7cm (5”) in any dimension, including 
container, base and accessories. 
Small: A design from 5 1/2 -10”(13.9 cm-25.4cm)-must not exceed 10” in any 
direction. 
Contemporary: any design of modern fashion as opposed to traditional-includes 
abstract, parallel, free style and modern mass. 

CLASS 2: CULINARY ARTS
Chairperson: Betty Renaud 819-459-3202

Rules and Regulations
See “Rules and Regulations of the NLAS”

Home Baking Tips for Exhibitors
–No commercial pie filling allowed
–Place all food on paper plates and cover with Zip-Loc bag.  Try to avoid using 
plastic wrap.
–Please attach entry tags to the outside of the plastic bags
–Pies and cakes can be removed on Friday afternoon after 1pm as a slice of each 
will be displayed instead of the whole exhibit after judging
–Our theme is “Ag Days on the Mississippi” - please try to include this in your 
entries

Baking Specials
1.Homecraft President's Special:

A picnic basket for a picnic outing along the Mississippi River 
including homemade buns, homemade jelly and craft item or game to 
enjoy during your picnic



2.Lloyd and Dorothy Reid Memorial Special:
Queen Elizabeth Cake in an 8'' or 9'' square pan.  First prize winning 
entry to become property of the Sponsor.
Sponsored by The Reid Family, Almonte

3.Cecil and Shirley Brydges Memorial Special:
Old fashioned plain doughnuts
Sponsored by his twins, Donna (Rod Carpenter) and Dianna (Gilbert 
Lachapelle)

4.Almonte Antique Market Special:
A Victorian tea on a tray to include 3 different squares, a cup and 
saucer, with a luncheon cloth.
Sponsored by Almonte Antique Market

Bread and Buns
 
         5. 3 Tea Biscuits
         6. (3) Glazed doughnuts
         7. Banana/chocolate Chip loaf (gluten free)
         8. Loaf of 60% whole wheat bread
 
Quick Breads
           Mini or one half loaves to be displayed
          9. Lemon/poppy seed loaf
         10. Carrot loaf
 
Bread Maker Breads
          Whole loaf to be displayed
          
          11. Loaf of white bread
          12. Loaf of light rye bread
 
Muffins
          No liners
         
          13. Rhubarb muffins (3)
          14. Bran muffins (3)



 
Squares
 
          15. Best homemade squares using sweetened condensed milk, include 

recipe(3)
          16. Lemon fruit squares, include recipe (3)
 
Cookies
          17. Favourite baked cookie, include recipe (3)
          18. Favourite unbaked cookie, include recipe (3)
          19. Gluten free cookie, include recipe (3)
          20. Cookies made from a cake mix, include recipe (3)

Candy
        3 pieces to be exhibited
 
         21. Peanut brittle
         22. Any kind of candy bark, include recipe
         23. Non cooking chocolate fudge
         24. Family favourite candy, include recipe
 
Tarts and Pies
        After judging exhibitor may pick up their pie entered, minus one piece, on 
Friday July15, 2016. Please indicate if you will pick up your pie or donate it to the 
NLAS.
25. Butter tarts, (3)
26. Pie crust for a whole pie
27. Raisin pie
28. Strawberry/rhubarb whole pie
 
Cakes
 
        29. White cake, ½ cake
        30. Best decorated cake, 1 layer, and decoration only to be judged
        31. At least 3 cupcakes, decorations only to be judged 
 
Miscellaneous
 
        32. Nuts and Bolts, 500ml
        33. Caramel Corn, 500ml Mason jar, include recipe
        34. Failure!! Any baked item that did not turn out
 



 
                                                     Junior / Youth
 
35. OAAS CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE COMPETITION (3)
          See rules at the end of this section
 
Children 7-10 years
        36. No bake cookies, (3)
        37. Best trail mix, 500ml in a zip lock bag
 
Children 11-14 years
        38. Decorated Rice Krispie squares (3)
        39. Favourite cup cake decorated using the theme. To be judged on 
appearance only

Children 15-18
         40. Oatmeal raisin cookies (3)
         41. Decorated cake, one layer, using the theme. To be judged on appearance 
only

Home Canning

Tips for exhibitors
–Any size sealed jars will be accepted. Any jars not properly sealed will be 
disqualified.  NO WAX PLEASE.
–New lids and rings a “MUST”. Please fill jars to proper depth.
–Fasten entry tag securely on each with an elastic or string

Preserves
42.Salsa (mild)
43.Apple sauce
44.Zucchini relish
45.Family favourite relish, include recipe

Icing/Frosting (in a 250 ml jar)
46.White icing
47.Chocolate icing
48.Your favourite icing

Pickles
49.Dill pickles
50.Icicle pickles



51.Pickled beets
52.Any other fruit/vegetable not listed, include recipe

Jams and Jellies
55.Exotic fruit jam
56.Blueberry jam
57.Strawberry jam
58.Rhubarb jam
59.Family Favourite Jam, identify and not the specific features, include the recipe

BERNARDIN HOME CANNING AWARDS

62.Bernardin Jam/Jelly Award
63.Bernardin Gift Pack Competition
64.Bernardin SNAP lid/Mason Jar Creative Craft Award

CLASS 5: CRAFTS
Chairperson: Sandra McManus 613-256-2892

See “Rules and Regulations of the NLAS”

Tips for Exhibitors:
-Please attach sample to entry tag of each exhibit marked with a star “*”

SMA – means sample materials attached to tag
SYA – means sample of yarn attached to tag

1.Two different homemade party favours
2.An Inuksuk – no larger than 24''
3.A seed picture (approx 9''x 12'')
4.A wind chime
5.A tooth fairy pillow, any shape or size*
6.An article made from duct tape
7.A decorated shadow box containing memorabilia
8.A bird feeder
9.A five finger puppet made from a glove*
10.A creative headband*
11.A luminary made from punched tin can (including a candle or tea light)
12.Article suitable for a bazaar, kitchen theme*
13.Article suitable for a bazaar, other than a kitchen theme*



14.A decorated mug
15.A rag rug*
16.A craft using burlap*
17.A pencil sketch
18.A watercolour
19.An article of embroidery*
20.An article made with plaster, no bigger than 14''
21.Homemade jewellery set, minimum of two pieces boxed or mounted
22.Decorative painting on wood, metal, or canvas using theme
23.Article of counted cross stitch or petit point (picture not framed under glass)*
24.A handmade invitation to a barn dance
25.A article of rubber stamping
26.Garden decoration (ex. Stepping stone, marking stakes, welcome sign, etc.)
27.An article of rug hooking*
28.A craft using mason jar(s)
29.Decorated flip flops
30.4 Coasters, any medium
31.A memo board no bigger than 20''
32.An article using pressed flowers
33.A Christmas door decoration*
34.A Christmas Pillow*
35.2 Christmas ornaments, mounted
36.A family of snow people, at least 3, any medium*
37.A nativity scene, any medium*
38.A decorated pillowcase, may be purchased
39.Any other craft not previously listed*

Woodworking
1.Wooden box with a lid, max 12''
2.Hand carved vehicle
3.Wooden game or puzzle
4.Turned article
5.A bird house

CLASS 6: NEEDLE AND THREAD
Chairperson: Sandra McManus 613-256-2892

See “Rules and Regulations of the NLAS”

Tips for Exhibitors:
-Please attach sample to entry tag of each exhibit
-Hand Quilts eligible for District/Provincial Competition must be a minimum of 



324'' in perimeter.
-Machine Quilts eligible for District/Provincial Competition must be a minimum 
of 192'' in perimeter.

Sewing
1.I-pad cover
2.Bowl made from fabric
3.Lady's purse- must have closure
4.2 pot holders
5.Pillowcase
6.2 place mats
7.A stuffed toy
8.Pet accessories (ex. coat, boots, etc.)
9.A child's dress
10.An article of smocking
11.Sewn project by a beginner
12.Pillow 20'' or less
13.2 Mug rugs, not to exceed 10''
14.Quilt block not more then 14''. Pattern named and mounted one edge on 
cardboard
15.Shopping bag

Knitting
16.Baby or lap blanket
17.Socks
18.Infinity scarf
19.Pair of fingerless gloves
20.A child's sweater or cardigan
21.An ugly Christmas sweater
22.Pillow 20'' or less
23.Soft toy
24.Afghan
25.Shopping bag
26.Shawl

Crocheting
27.Afghan
28.Baby sweater and bonnet or hat
29.Soft Toy
30.Kitchen accessory (ex. Dish cloth, tea cozy, towel)
31.Set of 3 snowflakes, mounted, all different
32.Shopping bag



33.A lap or baby blanket
34.Article using left over yarn
35.Any other crocheted article not listed

Weaving and Spinning
36.Woven article using a cardboard loom
37.A 2-ply skein- hand spun, with suggested use written on entry tag
38.A small hand knit article made from hand spun yarn

Quilting – SMA for all items please
39.Quilt-pieced, hand quilted, pattern named, minimum 324''
perimeter
40.Quilt-hand appliqued, hand quilted, pattern named, minimum 324'' perimeter
41.Quilt-machine quilted by exhibitor, minimum 192'' perimeter
42.Quilt-any technique, any size, machine quilted by a long arm machine, name 
quilt maker and commercial quilter if applicable
43.Quilt- any technique, any size, hand quilted
44.Quilt-any technique, any size, machine quilted by exhibitor
45.Novelty quilt
46.Crib quilt, not from commercial panel
47.Lap quilt, minimum 30'' x 50''
48.Quilted table topper
49.Wall hanging, fused applique
50.Wall hanging, hand quilted
51.Wall hanging, machine quilted
52.A quilted bed runner
53.Miniature quilt, traditional blocks, not to exceed width or length of 24''
54.Quilt made by a group and commercially quilted
55.Quilt made by a group and hand quilted by group
56.Quilt top-work in progress
57.Art quilt
58.Quilt- heritage updated (a quilt made from blocks “found in trunk” bought at 
auction, or inherited), include story

CLASS 7: CHILDREN'S SECTION
Chairperson: Helen Illingworth
Co-Chairperson: Debbie Villeneuve 613-256-1586
COMMITTEE: Irene Moore

Rules and Regulations
See “Rules and Regulations of the NLAS”



Preschool
1.Decorate a cookie on a base with icing and candies (cookies made or bought by 
parent, approx 3-6'' in diameter)
2.Make a table centrepiece using articles from nature glued to a solid base
3.Make a caterpillar out of egg cartons and decorate with any materials
4.Picture taken from a colouring book (crayon)

Jr. & Sr. Kindergarten
5.Make and decorate a crown
6.A cut out paper snowflake
7.Rooster made from egg carton and decorate with any materials
8.Paper bag puppet “Farmer”, lunch bag size
9.Printing, first name only (on lined paper)
10.Picture created by tracing a hand or foot and adding to it (8 1/2 x 11'')
11.Picture taken from a colouring book (wax crayon/marker)

Grade 1 & 2
12.Paper plate, “Cow”
13.A rainbow scene, sponge painted on black construction paper (8 1/2 x 11'')
14.A decorated basket, extra materials may be used
15.Decorated Fly Swatter
16.Decorated clothespin, dragonfly
17.Crayon/Marker drawing of “My Family” (8 1/2 x 11'')
18.Printing of “Little Boy Blue”

Little Boy Blue
Little Boy Blue, come blow your horn,

The sheep's in the meadow, the cow's in the corn.

Grades 3, 4 & 5
19.Penmanship, Canada's Provinces & Territories and Capital Cities WRITING, 
INK ONLY
20.Penmanship, “School Bus Safety Rules” (see at end of Class). WRITING, INK 
ONLY
21.A decorated ball cap
22.Coloured drawing of flowers and/or vegetables (8 1/2  x 11'')
23.Make a Birthday card
24.Create a Sheep from household items (eg. Cotton balls, spools, empty 
containers)
25.Hand decorated canvas shoes (wearable)
26.A decorated trinket box
27.Free hand drawing of a favourite hockey team logo on (8 1/2 x 11'')



Grade 6, 7 & 8
28.Penmanship, “School Bus Safety Rules” (see at end of Class) WRITING, INK 
ONLY
29.Penmanship, 1st verse of “O'Canada”, WRITING, INK ONLY
30.A collage, any media (8 1/2 x 11)
31.Decorated gift bag for Easter
32.Make a scrapbook page of you and your friends
33.Display 5 different Agricultural Equipment (old or new) and identify on a 
poster
34.Bouquet of wild flowers and weeds

8 Years and Under
35.Picture, hand drawn, coloured any media 8 1/2 x 11)
36.Decorate a wooden spoon, any theme
37.Stone (paperweight) decorated
38.Make a whale using a stuffed paper bag and decorate using any material
39.A decorated recycled container with lid made into a pencil case
40.Decorate a paper plate as “Cat in the Hat”
41.Decorated door knob sign, any material
42.Make a sock puppet

18 Years and Under
43.Mixed variety bouquet of flowers only, 5 different blooms
44.Lego or Construx, original design on a base
45.A decorated candle holder using any material
46.Model made from a kit, plastic or wood
47.My favourite photograph “that I have taken” - mounted with a caption
48.Handmade jewellery, any material, mounted on cardboard
49.Handmade fan – decorated using any materials
50.Design your own CD cover
51.Take a magazine or calendar picture and cut in half, glue half of picture on 8 
1/2 x 11'' paper and complete the other half of the picture free hand
52.Make a tractor out of noodles mounted on a firm base
53.Make an Article using Christmas Cards
54.A decorated flower pot, Easter Bunny
55.Dress a stuffed animal as a farmer
56.Bookmark using any material
57.Display showing 5 different breeds of dairy cattle and identify on a poster
58.Display showing 5 different breeds of beef cattle and identify on a poster
59.Make an Easter ornament
60.Article made from ONE LEGO kit, by ONE PERSON, on a base of any media



61.Photos of 4 different “that I have taken”- mount with a caption, under each 
photo
62.Any other craft not listed

Ontario Association of Agricultural Societies Poster Competitions
63.Junior, up to and including GRADE
64.Intermediate, including GRADES 5 to 8 inclusive
65.Senior, include GRADES 9-12

RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR LOCAL FAIR AND DISTRICT 
COMPETITION:
–Promoting ALMONTE FAIR, name and date of fair must be clearly shown on 
poster
–Must be hand drawn
–Poster size: minimum 8 1/2'' x 11'', maximum 11'' x 17'', without border
–Each entry must be centred on cardstock or Bristol board with a 2'' border on all 
four sides.
–Name of fair, district, contact person, owner, age, grade and school of poster to 
be clearly labelled on back of each entry.
–Winning poster for each class will go to District II Meeting in October 2016 for 
judging.

SCHOOL BUS SAFETY RULES
1.Stay seated while bus is in motion.
2.No loud or boisterous talking.
3.Keep all parts of your body inside the windows.
4.Do not throw any objects around in the bus.
5.No fighting or swearing on the bus.

***ANY JUNIOR ENTERING WILL COMPETE IN JUNE 2016 SCHOOL 
GRADE.***

CLASS 8: PHOTOGRAPHY
Chairperson: Cathy Gayton 613-862-3750

See “Rules & Regulations of NLAS”



Tips for Exhibitors
–Entries must be taken by exhibitors
–Only one entry permitted in each section
–Photo's to be 4'' x 6'' unless otherwise stated
–Photo's to be mounted on black or white with a 1'' border

1.2016 Fair Theme -”Ag Days by the Mississippi”
2.At the Fair
3.Gone to Seed
4.Country Lane
5.Transportation – Water
6.Market Day
7.Handy Man's Pride
8.Farm Family
9.Spring
10.Summer
11.Fall
12.Winter
13.Big and Beautiful
14.A woman’s work is never done
15.Child/Children helping at the farm
16.Spring Blossoms on a tree
17.Heritage Building
18.Christmas Still Life – max 8'' x 12''
19.Now That's Blue – colour blue predominates – max 8'' x 12''



CLASS 11: SPECIAL NEEDS
Chairperson: Jennifer Villeneuve 613-256-1586

Rules and Regulations
See “Rules and Regulations of the NLAS”

Note to Exhibitors
–There is no age limit for this class
–This section is open to anyone with a physical or developmental disability

Junior Division (18 and under)
1.Homemade Christmas Decoration
2.Homemade Jewellery
3.Decorate a flower pot
4.Make a boat out of recycled materials
5.Article made from lego or K-Nex

Senior Division (19 and over)
6.Collage (81/2x11)
7.Article of Knitting
8.Article made from recycled material
9.Wooden Project
10.Decorated picture frame, any theme



CLASS 12: FRIENDS COMETITION
Chairperson: Donna Carpenter 613-614-4014

Rules and Regulations
See “Rules and Regulations of the NLAS”

Tips for Exhibitors:
–Choose 7 of the 10 following
–Space allowed to fill out 3'x3', no higher than 36'' above the table top
–Remember to use this year's theme, all categories have been chosen with this 
year's theme in mind, when possible, your entries should include the theme
–Provide a sign with the group's identity in it (ie. Santa's Helpers)

1.Mississippi Mud Cake
2.Blueberry Jam
3.Recycle – old pail, old rake, or old shovel for something useful
4.Embroidery/ Cross Stitch using theme
5.Water feature with Rocks and Flowers (weeds in pail)
6.Photo using theme
7.Sewn wall art using theme
8.Welcome Sign
9.Crocheted or Knitted lap blanket in blues and greens (min 30x50'')
10.Useful bird house decorated with theme

REMEMBER THIS IS ONLY THE PRELIMINARY,
THINGS MAY CHANGE SO CHECK

THE MAIN BOOK BEFORE ENTERING.
THANK YOU.


